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Emme Design: Jess Sorel



Emme Emme makes a statement. Tables, cushioned benches and consoles use spare architectural forms to speak with confidence, while a palette  
celebrating material, color, and detail provides options for expressing personality. Restrained or dynamic, Emme is always balanced and in sync.



Reveal Design: Jess Sorel

The Reveal presentation  
wall brings sophisticated 
design and function  
to conference rooms. 

A lower-cost alternative  
to millwork, its integrated  
sharing and display tools  
can be scaled and configured  
to support the entire range 
of collaborative group pro-
cesses.

Easel garage Sliding marker panel Slide-out flip chart storage

Notebook garage



Reveal Height adjustable mobile easelDual monitor enclosure



Passport - Solo Design: Joey Ruiter

Passport Solo adjusts the  
conference room to the guests, 
instead of the other way around.  
Its unique sliding top, the first 
of its kind in the industry, lets users 
properly position the table relative  
to the marker surface or monitor, 
reconfiguring easily to solve any 
meeting or project need. 

Power/data access is designed to 
move with the table top, remaining 
fully connected in every position. 

The Passport activity wall features a 
vast presentation/marker board with 
concave curves that wrap toward 
the audience and built-in storage for 
racked equipment and other items.

An optional mobile display panel  
lets you adjust flat screen monitors 
horizontally and vertically while 
neatly managing cables.



Passport - Duo

The exclusive sliding top offers  
even more flexibility in the form of 
Passport Duo. Use it to connect  
two tables in adjacent rooms,  
combining them into a single table 
with a grain-matched top for  
a refined aesthetic. Passport Duo  
unifies your space in a matter of  
moments with no tools required.  

As with Passport Solo, power/ 
data hubs move with the table  
top, maintaining connections in  
every configuration.



Recycle Center Design: Jess Sorel

4 station unit (opposite page)   /  3 station unit (above)

Handling recyclables is often overlooked in interiors, when it should be part of the design. The simple lines and material options of the Recycle Center  
integrate seamlessly into conference rooms, café areas, and private offices, allowing you to address both environmental and aesthetic concerns.

Double unit

Single unit
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